
Greek Sculpture

The Origins



Figurines of the Protogeometric period

• Gone is the art of the Mycenean times (E.g. the Lionesses of Mycene have o real heirs).
• Predominance of small figurines in clay
• In a first phase they mostly have cylindrical bodies (often wheel-made)
• In a later phase (Lefkandi Centaur) more complicated body shapes appear, possibly as an 

eastern influence.



Figurines
In the 
Geometric
period

• 8TH century BC: increased prosperity
and contacts with the East

• Renaissance of arts in the 8TH century
BC.

• Sculptural works are still small: clay or 
small bronze casts (often as
decorations to bronze vases).

• Bronze is «Solid cast» : no moulds to 
be reused: each piece is unique.

• STYLE: elongated limbs, triangular
chests and heads. Clear similarities
with human representantions in the 
Geometric pottery.

• Strict frontality.

Comparison with figures in Geometric Pottery



OLYMPIA: 
Small Bronze Horse Figurine
750-700 BC, from the Zeus 
Sanctuary

Similar example in the 
Berlin Museum

Comparison with 
horses in

Geometric pottery



• At the end of the Geometric period one can see more elaborated attempts at complex
representations.

• A narrative interest seems to occasionally appear, in parallel to the more elaborated
representations in late geometric figures. There is clearly an interest in mythology.

• These are still small, bronze cast figures.



Mantiklos’ Apollo
From THEBES

Bronze (20.3 cm) 
circa 700-675 B.C.

Museum of Fine Arts - Boston

• From the Apollo of Mantiklos
one can start seeing inscription
about donors, recipients, 
circumstances, etc.. 

• This phoenomenon attests a 
greater interest in the use of 
sculpture as a mean to convey
messages (e.g. prestige, piety, 
etc.).

• STYLE: Geometric heritage
(elongated limbs, triangular
chest, etc..) combined with new 
eastern influences (Hair).



DREROS (Crete): Bronze idols from the Apollo Temple (circa 700 BC)

Crafting technique: the «Sphyrelaton»
bronze sheets pinned together over a wooden core, later to be hammered into shape.
-Eastern origin of this technque, especially regarding goldsmithing.



Late 8th and 7th centuries BC

During this time period an 
important mean of transmission of 
Oriental Motifs are the Bronze
Vases.

In particular there are many bronze
cauldrons which display 
attachments or handles 
representing griffins, sierns, Lions, 
etc.

Objects like these are clear proofs
of the «Orientalizing» fashions 
which can be attested also in 
pottery.

This «Oriental influence» has also
consequences in the art of 
sculpture.



• The earliest surviving stone sculpture in iron age greece are from Crete

• Statues, like other object types (Gold jewelry, bronze armour, etc..) seem to re-introduce in Greece crafting
techniques which were forgotten in the Dark Ages. 

• They seem to represent influences from Syria and the Neo-Hittite kingdoms.

• Crete is a major center for such objects, possibly to to stronger connections.

• Characteristics: long oval heads, domed skulls wik log hook-locks for men and pill-box hats for women

• These are the roots of a new style: the Daedalic.

Thus far we have seen small figures in Bronze and clay. 
What about Stone sculptures?



The Daedalic sculptural style gained popularity during 
the 7TH century in Greece.

Its main center of production seems to have been 
CRETE, although the influences can be seen all over 
Greek lands. 

This style was greatly influenced by the “Orientalizing” 
influences of the Near East, a possible tribute to the 
massive amounts of migration and interaction along the 
Mediterranean that had intensified towards the end of 
the Bronze Age. Many of these sculptures are thought 
to have been dedicatory offerings, and a number of 
these also bear inscriptions.

Features that distinguish Daedalic works are:
- the characteristic “Archaic smile,” 
- triangular or wig-like hair, 
- large, almond-shaped eyes. 

- As these are earlier and less-naturalistic Archaic 
sculptural forms, the bodily features are rather stiff and 
linear. 

- Arms and hands appear affixed at the sides, and the 
overall form is straight-backed with the details of body 
contour largely unaddressed. 

- Clothing depicted is simple, with dresses often 
showing geometric patterns and tied with a wide belt.

CRETE, Astritsi, bust, probably from a seated figure.
About 650-640 BC.



A DAEDALIC MASTERWORK: the Auxerre Goddess, limestone, 75-cm tall, 640-630 BC (date on stylistic grounds).
Maybe from Crete, now in the Louvre.

• Strict frontality as in many oriental
representations

• Hand om the breast (gesture of 
adoration? Maybe derived from eastern
breast-holding divinities)

• Archaic Smile

• Geometric patters in the dress 
decorations.

• The hair seems to recall a «wig», with 
definitively Egyptian comparisons



The hair seems to recall a 
«wig», with definitively 
Egyptian comparisons



Gortyn (Crete), limestone seated woman from the Sanctuary of Athena.
Traces of red paint on the belt and skirt patterns.
About 650-630 BC.
Height: 80 cm



Possible Egyptian or 
Eastern influences

Athens Museum Gortyn



GORTYN: the so-called «Triad», circa  630-620 BC



Compare frontality, rigidity and hair



DAEDALIC ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURES
PRINIAS (Crete)

Zeus Sanctuary (circa 650-620 BC)





Prinias





Prinias: 





Mycene

Daedalic 
architectural 
scultpures 
(Metope? Frieze?) 
from a 7° century 

temple built atop 
the Mycenean 
ruins



KALYDON, 
630-620 BC

THERMOS, 
630-620 BC



Over a dozen 7th century marble Perirrhanteria are known

They are used in sanctuaries as ritual basins

The type is derived from Syria and Cyprus



• Oriental Influences (or 
even imports) and local
references to the 
«Daedalic Style» can be 
seen even in small 
coroplastic objects.



Thera, figurine in Daedalic Style
7th century BC



Wooden XOANA 
and idols 630-600 BC

From the waterlogged 
sanctuary of Samos



SAMOS 
WOODEN XOANON

LATE 7TH - Early 6TH cent. BC



Ivory Objects
7th century BC



Athens, Kerameikos. Ivory girl from funerary context, circa 730-680 BC, 24 cm tall.
- The largest of five examples found in the same tomb, together with faience lion figurines and worked bone
- dated by Late Geometric pottery found in the same context
- Possibly a handle, like in oriental objects.
- Even if in small scale one can see Daedalic comparisons.

Nudity to be 
compared 
with eastern 
works like the 
Nimrud 
ivories.

A Greek interpretation (see the geometric-decorated polos) of eastern archetypes.



Bronze figurines, 7th century BC



Delphi: small bronze Kouros, Cretan production, 
about 630 BC.

Clay head from Crete.

Similar Daedalic style and 
possibly also similar or 

related production sites.



SPARTA, daedalic ivory 
objects, 7° century BC



SPARTA: daedalic art, late 7th century BC

Menelaos and Helen 
base, late 7th century BC



Syracuse: 
Ivory

Late 7th century BC

PALERMO: 
Bronze
Late7th century BC



Delos, Nikandre Kore.
640-630 BC (now in Athens).



THERA: Funerary KOUROI
625-600 BC 



DELOS
625-600 BC


